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PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The Media Group is a publisher and publishes professional industrial magazines such as InterPV(English), SolarToday(Korean), Green
Business(Korean), SecurityWorld (Int’l / Korean), Information Security 21C and FA Journal(Korean). “InterPV” , the International Photovoltaic Magazine
for business managers, decision and policy makers has circulation of 25,000 copies and distributed to Asia, Europe, America, and Middle East.
“SolarToday”, the only PV Solar dedicated magazine in Korea, has circulation of 25,000 copies distributed only in Korea. “Green Business” deals with
all the up-to-date renewable issues in Korean. We are also organizing ExpoSolar 2010, the only International PV Solar dedicated Expo & Conference
in Korea, which is expected to expand more than 1,200 booths, leading the best hub of Asian PV Solar industry. It will be held on February 3~5th,
2010. (KINTEX, KOREA)
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